ACROSS
1 Childless female's energy field (6)
4 Co-ordinate muscles like so, when retiring (8)
9, 10 Nice here in quarters near the sea, surrounded by mountains (5-9)
11 Last part of dental treatment: one filling (4,3)
12 Setter's to arrange time for false tooth? (7)
13 Basket of fish not caught by one holding fishing line (4)
14 Library user, maybe one claiming iPod found under floorboards? (8)
17 Starts to seek hiding-place, looking more embarrassed? This might destroy the evidence (8)
19 Colour of the crustaceans (4)
22 Rabbits on edges of fields facing country houses (7)
24 Drinking bad wine in Barrow? (7)
25, 26 Find the lady playing cricket, rather entertaining daughter (5-4,5)
27 Play with passion on grass (3,5)
28 Alcoholic drink knocked back by working woman that's monstrously repulsive (6)

DOWN
1 Threat at sea aboard wrecks (8)
2 Felicity longs to get into shape, endlessly cycling around (9)
3 Spots the Queen making something to eat (9)
5 French letter possibly split in gateway (7,6)
6 Tom's hand tool (4-3)
7 Dance with male graduate (5)
8 A girl turns up on second property (6)
10 Bovine complaint contracted in absentia (3,3,7)
15 Working out what's due as punishment (9)
16 Leather does, perhaps? (8)
18 Eating pork pie, always brought up discharge (7)
20 Small person going round with jerk (6)
21 Very drunk before starting game (6)
23 Sally Field's first love, a swimmer (5)

Solution 15,660
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